Abstract

Background: Two main strategies to cope with the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic—lockdown (social restriction) and non-lockdown (herd immunity plan)—have been implemented in several countries.

Objective: This study aims to statistically compare the outcomes of the two strategies, represented by data from Thailand and Sweden, respectively.

Methods: Data for COVID-19 pandemic control from Thailand, representing social restriction, versus data from Sweden, representing the herd immunity plan, collected from January 13 to May 31, 2020, were analyzed by using the SIR (susceptible, infectious, recovered) model.

Results: The SIR model analysis demonstrated a beneficial effect of each model on the attenuation of the mortality rate, with lower mortality in social restriction and shorter overall pandemic duration in the herd immunity plan. However, the herd immunity plan demonstrated a higher mortality rate than social restriction (46.9% versus 1.9%) despite the later entry of the virus in Sweden. When the SIR model was used for predicting the COVID-19 status, Sweden was shown to likely end its COVID-19 epidemic earlier than Thailand (268 vs. 368 days). With the nonlinear estimation, at least one log difference between total confirmed cases versus active cases could be used as an indicator for relaxation of the lockdown policy in Thailand.

Conclusions: Both the social restriction and herd immunity plans are beneficial for COVID-19 pandemic control in terms of the amelioration of pandemic mortality. The cumulative number of total recovered cases might be a potential parameter that could be used for determining the policy direction for COVID-19 control.
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Introduction

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) was first reported in Wuhan, China, and has since become a pandemic disease. The spreading pattern and transmission differ from those of SARS-CoV-1, as SARS-CoV-2 is shed from the upper respiratory tract, while SARS-CoV-1 replication occurs mainly in the lower respiratory tract. SARS-CoV-2 transmission occurs principally through respiratory droplets, so avoiding the droplets by ‘2-meter social (physical) distancing’ is the main strategy to prevent the contagious transmission. The wearing of face masks and frequent handwashing are additional recommendations. Accordingly, many countries encourage social restriction at various intensity levels, ranging from stay-at-home advice to complete lockdown. Hong Kong is a good example of effective COVID-19 control via a lockdown policy, and this policy has been adopted by the Thai government. Although social distancing with the lockdown policy reduces the patient load and, therefore, the mortality rate of the COVID-19 pandemic, this approach is difficult in the long run, mostly due to the loss of financial security. In contrast, herd immunity is an epidemiological concept in which the presence of enough people with effective immunity to protect vulnerable people prevents the infection from spreading within the community.

Thailand encountered its first COVID-19 case on January 12, 2020. Since then, people have been urged to wear face masks, stay and work from home, and avoid group activities. Several recommendations regulated by the Thai government were also implemented to prevent nationwide spreading. Of note, the restriction law was first enforced by the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (BMA) on March 22, 2020, when the incidence of COVID-19 cases in Thailand reached its maximum rate (188 cases within 24 hours). Shopping malls, markets, parks, schools, athletic centers, barbershops, night clubs, and other crowded places were closed, and group activities were prohibited. The Thai Emergency Decree on Public Administration in Emergency Situation due to the Outbreak of the Coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) was announced on March 26, 2020. All airline services were stopped, and an effective ‘curfew’ was instated from 10 p.m. to 4 a.m. from April 3, 2020, onward. In Sweden, the herd immunity plan allowed normal daily life activity during the pandemic.

Because i) COVID-19 transmission is similar to the process of diffusion into a crowd, ii) a prediction model for transmission analysis can be used to predict the trend of disease spreading, and iii) a clear indicator for choosing between these 2 policies is not available, we used model analysis to test the difference between the social restriction model (model A) vs. the herd immunity (with no social restriction) plan (model B). This information could be adopted to cope with the second wave of COVID-19 when it occurs.

Material and Methods

Data Collection

The study protocol has been submitted to the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Tropical Medicine, Mahidol University, Thailand, with proof of exemption (MUTM-EXMPT 2020-003). Daily Thai COVID-19 data were mainly obtained from the Department of Disease Control, Ministry of Public Health of Thailand, and the COVID-19 World Health Organization (WHO) Thailand Situation Reports. The retrieved data were systematically sorted from January 10, 2020, when awareness of surveillance of the novel coronavirus associated with pneumonia from travelers arrived in Thailand, to May 31, 2020.

Thailand (model A) has used ‘the hammer and the dance’ strategy since the first COVID-19 epidemic wave, including nationwide lockdown, business closure, stay-at-home measures, and physical distancing along with intense surveillance, isolation of infected individuals, and tracing and quarantining of their contacts. Meanwhile, Sweden opted for a herd immunity strategy (model B). The stringency index obtained from a publication was used to clarify the effect of social restriction by both countries, and 17 indicators of government responses were aggregated as policy scores for the individual countries. However, the original stringency index that used in the present study mainly inferred to the strictness of ‘lockdown style’ policies that primarily restrict people’s behavior. Although the containment and health index, which represent the combination of lockdown restrictions and closures with measures such as testing policy and contact tracing, short-term investments in healthcare and investments in vaccine, seems affect to both strategy outcomes, these indices were not included owing to limited data as the early phase of the pandemic. Moreover, it should be noted that the stringency index score did not include financial aspects and must not be interpreted as a score of the appropriateness or effectiveness of a country’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The COVID-19-related data of both countries were obtained from the World Health Organization (WHO) website and other reliable publicly available websites, including the Worldometer website, Coronatracker website, and Johns Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center. All data were retrieved twice a day, in the morning and evening, because of the time zone difference. Then, data were compared and counter-checked among available resources for data validity. If the retrieved data showed inconsistency among those resources, the referenced data from the Department of Disease Control, Ministry of Public Health of Thailand, and the Worldometer website were prioritize set as the raw data for Thailand and Sweden, respectively. Indeed, we found more compatible data between the reported case of Thailand from the Department of Disease Control, Ministry of Public Health of Thailand, and the Worldometer website rather than the other resources.
Data Analyses

The retrieved data above were used in the infection model analysis. The infection model analysis used in the present study was a classic SIR (susceptible, infectious, recovered) analysis as follows:12

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dS}{dt} &= -\beta S I, \\
\frac{dI}{dt} &= \beta S I - \gamma I, \\
\frac{dR}{dt} &= \gamma I
\end{align*}
\]

where \( N = S + I + R \), and \( S = S_0, I = I_0, \) and \( R = 0 \), initially.

The SIR parameters were derived from the data obtained from the equivalent published estimation data (i.e., \( R_0, \gamma, \beta \)) and then applied to the actual country data. \( \beta \) indicates the probability of infection between the susceptible individuals and the latent cases, that is, \( \beta \) also represents the effective contact rate; \( \gamma \) represents the recovery rate, which is the reciprocal of the number of days in the treatment periods. \( \gamma \) was assumed to be primarily a biological and fixed value over time in all countries. In this study, \( \gamma = 0.1 \), as the average length of time a person is infectious is \( 1/\gamma \), so a 10-day duration for the treatment cycle was selected in our study. \( R_0 \) refers to the number of secondary cases generated by a typical infectious individual when the rest of the population is susceptible. \( R_0 = \beta \times 1/\gamma \) (or No. of infections from one sick person = No. of lengthy contacts per day \times No. of days contacts are infectious). This means that the changing \( \beta \) is associated with social distancing. In other words, with a constant \( \beta \), the number of people infected in the long run can be pinned down by \( R_0 \).

As a result of social restriction in Thailand, the \( R_0 \) was 2.48,13 while the herd immunity strategy for COVID-19 led to \( R_0 = 3.2 \) for Sweden.14 Accordingly, the effective contact rate (\( \beta \)) was 0.248 and 0.32 for Thailand and Sweden, respectively. The transmission rate was 2.0, estimated from an average value of \( R_0 \) from various studies.15-20 The contact rates in the present study were 12.4% and 16% for Thailand and Sweden, respectively. In comparison, the contact rate in China was 9.1% and 15.4% from the epidemiological and transmission studies,16 with the reference age group of contacts being 50-59 years and 60-69 years, respectively.

The total population of Thailand and Sweden is 69.8 and 10.1 million, respectively.21 Although data from the cohort study of COVID-19 in Wuhan, China,17 demonstrated that the case mortality rate was very high in the early stage of the pandemic (28.3%), the mortality rates in Thailand and Sweden as of May 31, 2020, were 1.89% and 46.9%, respectively.9,11 We indicated that social restriction strategies could reduce reproduction or ‘\( R \)’ to values below one (\( R < 1 \)).22 The clinical outcome prediction for COVID-19 in Thailand and Sweden was analyzed based on epidemiological data from China, as 13.8% of the total predicted cases require hospitalization and 4.7% of the total predicted cases require intensive care facilities.23 To minimize bias in data fitting, cubic spline interpolation was used for curving the given data points.24 Statistical analyses were performed with STATA 13.0 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX) whereas the SIR model and cubic spline interpolation were calculated and performed by using Excel spreadsheet and GraphPad Prism version 8.0 for Windows (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA), respectively. Full details of the Excel spreadsheet have been described elsewhere.25 We also further studied the parameters that determine the good outcomes following relaxation of social restriction in selected countries worldwide and validated the parameters with actual situation (good, fair, and needed urgent action) which have been classified previously.26

Results

By May 31, 2020, COVID-19 had affected 213 countries and territories around the world. These included 6,259,250 confirmed cases along with 374,138 deaths and 2,843,986 recovered.9,11 Of note, the total number of confirmed cases of COVID-19 in Thailand (model A) was 3,081, with 61 active cases remaining in hospitals (Table 1 and Figure 1A). Meanwhile, Sweden (model B) reported 37,542 confirmed cases (equivalent to a crude rate of 3,719 cases per million population). Approximately 238,800 COVID-19 tests (or 23,657 tests per million population) were performed in Sweden, compared with 375,453 samples (or 5,380 tests per million population) of COVID-19 tests in Thailand (according to the data from 121 of total 142 COVID-19 RT-PCR laboratories).

### Table 1. Reported coronavirus cases as of May 31, 2020.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>World</th>
<th>Thailand</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total cases</td>
<td>6,259,250</td>
<td>3,081</td>
<td>37,542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New cases*</td>
<td>+108,768</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>+429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total deaths</td>
<td>374,138</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>4,395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New deaths*</td>
<td>+3,189</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total recovered</td>
<td>2,843,986</td>
<td>2,963</td>
<td>4,971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed cases with had an outcome</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3,020</td>
<td>9,366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery/discharged, n (%)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2,963 (98.1)</td>
<td>4,971 (53.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaths, n (%)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>57 (91.9)</td>
<td>4,395 (46.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active cases</td>
<td>3,041,126</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>28,176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical cases</td>
<td>53,409</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cases/1 million population</td>
<td>803</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>3,719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaths/1 million population</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>435</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Compared with previous day (May 30, 2020).
(+): indicates an increase in reported cases.
N/A: data not available.
Figure 1. Total confirmed COVID-19 cases and stringency index.

(A) The total confirmed COVID-19 cases in Thailand (model A) and Sweden (model B) were compared with the total cases of COVID-19 worldwide from January 13 until May 31, 2020. (B) Stringency index of each model during January 13–May 31, 2020. Comparison of the stringency index pattern between models (upper panel). Thailand (middle panel) and Sweden (lower panel), the representatives of models A and B, respectively, showed comparable timing of government restriction policies in response to COVID-19 (64.7 vs 65.7 days, fitting by nonlinear approximation).
COVID-19 pandemic was evaluated based on the mortality rate and crude death rate with regard to strategic control of COVID-19. Of note, model B in Sweden showed a higher mortality rate (11.7%) and crude death rate (435 deaths per 1,000,000 population) than model A in Thailand (Table 1).

When the SIR model was used for predicting the COVID-19 status, Sweden (model B) showed the potential to end the COVID-19 epidemic before August 2020—which is earlier than the prediction for Thailand (model A) (268 vs. 368 days) (Figure 3A, 3B)—and the number of deaths would be over 1 million (Figure 3D). However, we found that both models projected much higher mortality than actual cases (Figure 3C, 3D). Interestingly, according to the SIR model, 34% of the Swedish population had already been infected by April 14, 2020 (Figure 3B).

Comparison of the clinical outcomes, mortality rate and crude death rate between models

A comparison of the clinical outcomes between models A and B, as of May 31, 2020, is shown in Figure 2. We found more confirmed COVID-19 cases and deaths in model B than in model A. In addition, the outcome of the COVID-19 pandemic was evaluated based on the mortality rate and crude death rate with regard to strategic control of COVID-19. Of note, model B in Sweden showed a higher mortality rate (11.7%) and crude death rate (435 deaths per 1,000,000 population) than model A in Thailand (Table 1).

When the SIR model was used for predicting the COVID-19 status, Sweden (model B) showed the potential to end the COVID-19 epidemic before August 2020—which is earlier than the prediction for Thailand (model A) (268 vs. 368 days) (Figure 3A, 3B)—and the number of deaths would be over 1 million (Figure 3D). However, we found that both models projected much higher mortality than actual cases (Figure 3C, 3D). Interestingly, according to the SIR model, 34% of the Swedish population had already been infected by April 14, 2020 (Figure 3B).

Figure 2. Outcomes of cases (recovery or death) among models.
The cumulative total deaths and recoveries were calculated from the cumulative number of closed cases.

Figure 3. Prediction of COVID-19 between social restriction and herd immunity models.
The SIR model of COVID-19 for (A) Thailand and (B) Sweden. Prediction of the clinical outcome of COVID-19 in (C) Thailand and (D) Sweden, based on epidemiological data from China, is demonstrated. Additionally, (*) indicates that the number of hospitalizations might exceed 16.5 M persons, and the inset graph shows the cumulative actual deaths during the observation period.
developed a second wave of COVID-19 spread, reached only $> 1$ log for a week (Figure 4D). Of note, as shown in Figure 4C, the value for Hong Kong shows a decreasing trend from 1.6 log to 1.4 log within the most recent week. Additionally, this assumption has been generalized and validated for other countries, which were classified as having been successful in COVID-19 control. Interestingly, as of May 15, 2020, all of the countries in the successful group demonstrated at least 1 log difference between total confirmed cases and active cases in the log curve between population (total confirmed and active cases) and time, and none of these countries showed a second wave of COVID-19 spread beyond this point (Figure 5).

Figure 3. (Continued)

**Proposed parameter guidance on appropriate timing for mitigation of social restriction**

We further studied parameters that would correlate with good outcomes after relaxation of social restriction. Interestingly, at least one log difference between total confirmed cases and active cases in the cubic spline interpolation with logarithm graph was demonstrated as a potential parameter for appropriate timing for mitigation of social restriction (Figure 4). As a proof of concept, the COVID-19 data for Hong Kong and Japan and the total world data collection were tested (Figure 4C-4E). While Hong Kong showed a comparable interpolation (1.17 log) difference between total confirmed cases and active cases with Thailand (1.7 log), Japan, which has

Figure 4. Cubic spline interpolation showing the comparison of the total confirmed cases and active cases between social restriction and herd immunity models for the COVID-19 pandemic.

The logarithmic curve distance parameter during the observation period of the COVID-19 status in (A) Thailand (model A), (B) Sweden (model B), (C) Hong Kong, and (D) Japan and (E) globally are demonstrated. While Japan increased the interpolation curve difference between the total confirmed cases and active cases (1.1 log), Hong Kong tended to decrease the difference from 1.6 log (dashed arrow) to 1.4 log (solid line arrow) in a recent week (D).
Figure 5. Cubic spline curve between the total confirmed cases and active cases in countries, classified according to the current COVID-19 status (as of May 15, 2020).

The difference between the total confirmed cases and active cases in (A-E) the countries classified as having a good COVID-19 status (> 1 log difference) and (F-J) fair COVID-19 status and (K-O) those needing urgent action (< 1 log difference) are demonstrated.
Discussion

This study explored COVID-19 control strategies, social restriction and herd immunity plans, and outcomes. Based on the SIR model analysis, the social restriction model needs an approximately three-month longer duration to control the disease than the herd immunity plan, despite the lower mortality rate associated with social restriction. In addition, the gap between the total confirmed cases and active cases is a potential indicator of the appropriate time to mitigate the social restriction policy.

While global scientists and the World Health Organization (WHO) are developing antiviral drugs and vaccines against COVID-19, the main strategy remains prevention processes. In the worst-case scenario, COVID-19 will likely remain for decades as an endemic disease, even with an effective vaccine, and a preventive policy will still be needed. Thailand has been expected to be a very high-risk country for SARS-CoV-2 spread because it is among the favorite tourist destinations for the Chinese, which is supported by a report of the first COVID-19 cases outside mainland China being detected in Bangkok. Despite intensive restriction control, the number of COVID-19 cases in Thailand reached 100 within less than 10 weeks (Figure 1A), but the maximum number of deaths per day was only 188 on March 22, 2020 (Figure 2). In contrast, it took 4 weeks for the cumulative confirmed cases in Sweden, with a herd immunity plan, to exceed that in Thailand, although the first case in Sweden was reported 2 weeks after the first Thai case (Figure 1A). However, the number of tests performed in Sweden was much higher than that in Thailand. Thailand reported a relatively low mortality rate compared to Sweden and a high recovery rate. The abrupt increase in the number of COVID-19 cases during the early phase in Sweden (Figures 1A and 2) might exceed the healthcare facilities and capacities, leading to the reported outcomes regardless of the impact on early implementation (Figure 1B).

However, country-specific cultures and norms could also contribute to COVID-19 outcomes. While the Thai people use the gesture 'Wai' for social communication, the traditional Western handshake may facilitate the spread of COVID-19. Regarding the wearing of face masks in public places from February 27 to May 4, 2020, most people in Thailand (71-90%) consistently used face masks, whereas < 10% of the people in Sweden wore face masks. Additionally, the concern regarding COVID-19 among Thai people was high.
even before government policy implementation, possibly due to social media use. As shown in the timeline, approximately 90% of people living in the Bangkok metropolitan area wore a face mask outdoors from March 13, 2020, when a Thai celebrity in a Thai boxing match was diagnosed with COVID-19 infection (see Introduction). All of the earlier factors not only enhance the effectiveness of social restriction but also provide support for government policies. Despite the herd immunity plan (model B) in Sweden, the government also encouraged stay-at-home measures (particularly for the elderly), banned group activities, instated a social distancing policy, and closed academic institutes (high schools and universities). However, restaurants, bars, primary schools and most businesses and shops were still open. Perhaps the main differences between Thailand and Sweden were a strong mutual trust between public authorities and citizens and a health care system. Based on the data from April 22, 2020 from the Ministry of Health and Social Affairs, Government Office of Sweden, they have over 1,100 intensive care units for performing COVID-19-related tasks. Indeed, the study results showed some advantages of the social restriction model over the herd immunity model, although both models A and B showed positive effects on the actual mortality rate compared with the mortality rate predicted from SIR models. Furthermore, the social restriction model showed a lower death-to-hospitalization ratio compared with the herd immunity model (Figure 3C and 3D), with a trend showing a longer period for disease control (approximately 4 months) (Figure 3). In contrast to the SIR model, which demonstrated that over 34% of the population has been infected since April 14, 2020 (Figure 3B), the actual number of confirmed cases as of May 31, 2020 was only 37,542. This implies Sweden could take four to five years to reach full herd immunity, which requires 50-70% of the population to be exposed to SARS-CoV-2. However, the number of infected cases in Sweden remains unknown because only 2.2% of the population has been tested for COVID-19.

COVID-19 affects not only physical health but also the economy, unemployment, and mental health. Although model A has a lower mortality rate, this is not necessarily the most appropriate strategy. Furthermore, according to the herd immunity model, over 34% of Swedish people have already been infected SARS-CoV-2, which safeguards them from the second and third waves, which is different from the effect of the social restriction policy. Further study of viral seroprevalence between models based on several aspects (biophysical, mental, and socioeconomic health) is warranted.

The prediction parameter for the appropriate time for lifting lockdown was also studied based on both clinical judgment and an academic institutional report. At least one log difference between the total confirmed cases and active cases (almost equal to the cumulative number of total recovered cases) on the cubic spline interpolation could be a potential parameter for differentiating the countries with improving trends from others (Figures 4 and 5). Interestingly, Hong Kong had the highest difference (0.5 logs) between the total confirmed cases and active cases in mid-March, as shown in Figure 4C; however, they could not maintain this status until early May, showing a > 1 log difference in May 2020. On the other hand, those countries with < 1 log difference on May 2020 (Figure 5) remains in difficult situation of COVID-19 as of early October 2020.

Some limitations should be mentioned. First, the representative countries selected for the policy models (Thailand for social restriction and Sweden for the herd immunity plan) were based on the stringency index scores, which might not be accurate. It should be noted that the indices in this reference reported the number and strictness of government policy, but the scale was not linear, and a higher score did not necessarily mean a ‘better’ response than a lower score, so the qualitative assessment of the strategies in both countries is also important to consider. Second, the classic SIR (susceptible, infectious, recovered) model was excluded not only subsequently economic impacts but also asymptomatic carriers of SARS-CoV-2 in the community. The SIR model used here is only a simple one. As such, the predictions that come out might not be accurate enough, something that also depends on the published data. Nevertheless, our SIR model provides a theoretical framework to investigate the spread of SARS-CoV-2 within two distinct social restriction policies. The model can give insights into the time evolution of the spread of the virus that the data alone does not. In this context, it could be as a benchmark for how efficiency of Covid-19 control is. The data from SIR model also, at least, provide the estimates of number of likely deaths in the future along with the declining trends in the number of Covid-19 infected individuals. Third, the clinical outcome model should be interpreted with cautions due to the epidemiology data was mainly based on China experience. Lastly, due to the continuation of the pandemic, our results may represent preliminary data. Further follow-up studies are warranted.

Taken together, the results show that a policy for COVID-19 control is essential for addressing this pandemic. However, it is difficult to determine which policy is too lenient or too stringent, as this depends on the individual context of each country. Social restriction is somewhat important for controlling mortality, while herd immunity may have the benefits of shortened infection durations and fewer concerns about reinfection. Moreover, the difference between total confirmed cases and active cases (more than one log) might be a good indicator of the outcome of COVID-19 control.
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